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You should be considering some crucial factors before you decide to lay down your fake lawn. For
instance, you might be required to determine the exact quantity of artificial grass that you need,
what type or drainage system will suit the best, removal of natural grass layers, etc.

One of the crucial steps involved in the installation of fake lawn is laying a gravel base. Experts
recommend using timer stakes/timber does derive an area frame. Screwing these timbers for the
stakes will give the lawn the necessary durability and strength.

In the event that the fake lawn grass meets some concrete path, decking or wall, it is a prudent
move to position the timber with temporary fillet. In situations where it involves heavy clay soils, it is
suggested that you incorporate a crushed type of surface, which can be up to 3 inches. To make
sure the drainage system is a perfect one, it is always better to lay a layer of very sharp sand. This
will help in blinding over the soil.

After such steps are completed, it is only after those efforts should be made for laying fake lawn
grass. Laying it in desired direction of working on carpet is a wonderful idea. Positing the carpet in
the correct way will help you reduce the chances of encountering joints, waste and minimal cuts.
Wherever the lawn meets some kind of edge or path, it is better to wedge it. In the event that you
prefer to join it, make sure this is done in the same direction. Instead of dragging it on the base
material, it is a wise practice to lay this carpet on the top layer of the sand. Allowing 2 to 4 hours for
the things to settle down will help you prevent occurrences of creasing or wrinkles. Wherever
applicable, you have the liberty to shape the grass according to your preferences with the help of a
Stanley or Dolphin knife.
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For more information on a fake lawn, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a fake lawn grass!
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